Joe sat at his desk, fuming.

The audacity! It was acceptable that, when he had posted his girlfriend's e-mail a few hours earlier, no one had replied with anything funny. That had been alright. But now Meg-Sho—one of the moderators, hand-picked by site administrator Meow himself—had posted in response to the discussion. And not only had this guy (<i>who was a complete ignoramus</i>, thought Joe) posted. He had posted something utterly sacrilegious, to the effect of:

"Maybe if it's talking to her, she'll eventually fall in love with it, and then they can develop some kind of sexual relationship."

Joe, seething, clicked the reply button. He had promised himself that he would have no involvement in the discussion besides starting it but he had to go back on that now. There was no way he would let anyone—even a forum moderator who had banned several of his accounts in the past—hint at his girlfriend being involved in bestiality. Yes, she was insane, but she wasn't immoral. Joe typed:

"You're going to Hell, Meg-Sho. Don't drag her down there with you."

Satisfied that his message was succinct, he submitted it. Refreshing the page a minute later, he saw a new reply from another moderator, Jeff.

"Hahaha, good one!"

Before he knew it, Joe had posted yet again, saying, "What makes you think I'm joking?"

Within minutes, the discussion erupted into laughter and links to absurd GoogleTube videos. It rapidly shot to the top of the "most active discussions" list, garnering over nine thousand replies. Much to Joe's dismay, about eight thousand six hundred of those were made for the sole purpose of insulting his intelligence and faith.

"Why do idiots feel the need to insult the intelligence of someone as smart as me?" he asked, frowning at his monitor.

"Did you say something, Joe?" asked Ms. Harris, passing by outside his cubicle.

"Nothing at all, Harris," grumbled Joe. His boss sighed.

"Now isn't the best of times to discuss your attitude, as I'm about go home, but it's something that deserves attention in the near future."

"What's wrong with my attitude?" Joe asked uppishly, allowing his eyes to travel from his monitor to his watch. It was already midnight, and he had spent the last five hours—half his shift—on the forums of Meow Meow Anim.

"Just that," said Ms. Harris.

"Just what?!" he exclaimed.

"Joe, I do not have time for this right now, so—"

"What's 'this?'"

"We'll talk when you come in this evening. Do your best for the next five hours." After saying this, she walked away from the cubicle and proceeded to exit the building, leaving the bewildered and upset Joe alone in the office.
